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Abstract

  The contents of this report are based on [2]. In [3], we mentioned 
properties of Visser's Basic Propositional Logic(BPL) and it's exten-
tions in the semantical point of view, and we remained giving BPL's 
Hilbert type proof system as an open problem. Here, we will intro-
duce a Hilbert style proof system for BPL. This is an extension of 
Corsi's system in [1].

1 Hilbert proof system for BPL 

We will introduce the following axiom scheme and inference rule as the proof 

system for BPL. 

1. A.->A

2. (A.->B)A(B—C)--}(A-->C) 

3. AAB—A

4. AAB—^B 

5. (C--A)A(C—>B)—}(C--+AAB) 

6. A—AVB

7. B --;AVB

8. (A C)A(B->C)—(AVB--^C) 

9. AA(BVC)-(AAB)v(AAC)
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 10.  1  -->  A 

 11. A -+ (B --- A) 

 12. A-->(B--4(AAB)) 

                   MPAA—B  B 

  We denote that formula A is derivable in a proof system S as 1-s A. 
  Axioms, from axiom scheme 1 to axiom scheme 10, are included axiom 

schemes of Corsi's proof system F in [1]. Our system has just only one in-
ference rule MP, while F has two inference rules MP and AF(A Fortiori). And 
MP in [1] differs from ours. To distinguish which MP we mention in contexts, 
we denote that MP in Corsi's system as MPG. Inference rule MP, MP, and AF 
are as follows; 

  • MP : 1-s A and 1-s A --* B imply Is B. 

  • MPG: H A1, ... ,H An and hs Al A ... A An -; B imply H B. 

  • AF: H B implies H A —f B. 

Then, 

Theorem 1 MP, and AF are derivable in BPL. 

Proof In BPL, the adjunction rule (I-BPL Al and I-BPL A2 imply 1-BpL A1AA2) 
is also derivable via axiom scheme 12. Then, f-BPL A1, IBPL A2 and F-BPL 

Al A A2 -* B imply I-BpL B by MP. For AF, AF is obivously derivable via the 

following proof figure (by using the assumption HBPL B and axiom scheme 11); 

B B -- (A --+ B) MP 
A—B 

DI 

Corollary 2 Suppose F is Corsi's proof system in [1]. For any formula A, 
F-F A implies F-BPL A. 

Using above results, we can say that BPL is an extension of F. That is, properties 
of F also hold on BPL. In particluar, the following results in [1] are useful to 
prove completeness. 

Lemma 3 The following results are hold: 

  1. I-BpL (A — B) A ((A A B) --r C) -* (A -+ C), 

  2. I-BpL (A A B) -* C and F-BPL B imply I-BpL A -+ C, 

  3. F-BPL A B implies I-BpL (B -* C) -} (A — C), 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

 8.

E-BPL A — B implies [-Bpi, (C - A) -± (C -^ B), 

I-BPL (A—B)A(C—D) (AAC BAD), 

[-BPI, (A -+ B) A (C -* D) -* (A V C -> B V D), 

HBpL (AAC--BVD)A(E-C)A(F--D)-+(AAE—BVF), 

HBPL A A B --* C implies I-BEL (D -* A) — ((D A B) -* C).

2 Soundness for BPL

Let suppose ,C is a set of propositional formulas, and Var,C is the set of propo-

sitional variables of ,C. 

  We think (transitive) frame is a structure (W, R, P), where W is a non-empty 
set, R is a (transitive) relation on W and P is a subset of the power set of W 
such that closed under set intersection, set union and the following operation 
-+; 

X -Y={xEW :Vy(xRynyEX =yEY)}(1) 

for all X, Y E P. We denote this frame structure as a, and a class of frames as 
T. 
  Let suppose frame '(= (W, R, P)) is given, and suppose 91 is an upward 

(closed) valuation from Varr to P. 93 is upward closed means that x E 93(p) 
and xRy imply y E 91(p). We call a structure (', 93) (or (W, R, P, 93)) a model 
which is based on a, and denote it as 932. 

  Satisfiability relation = is defined as follows; 

9R,x~l 
931, x =p iff xE93(p) for all pEVar,C, 

912,x I AAB iff 912,x I A and 9Y2,x I B, 
                                   A->.13  iff Vy E W.(xRy and 932, y = A imply 932, y = B), 

932 I A iff Vx E W.(932, x t A),. 

= A iff V21. ((a, 0) I A) 
=A iff V'EQ.(a=A). 

By usual way, we can get a extended valuation of 93 by extending its domain 
from Var.0 to ,C. To denote this extension, we will use same symbol to the given 
valuation. We can show, under this extended valuation 93, 

xE0(A) iff 9Y2,x=A. 

   Corsi's system is a proof system corresponds to any frame structures with 
any relations and any valuations. But, BPL and the all extended system of 
BPL which are mentioned in [3] correspond to frame structures with transitive 
relations and its valuation is required having upward closed property. 

  We will show the soundness theorem between BPL and the class of all tran-
sitive frames with upward closed valuations.
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Lemma 4 Let suppose  ct is the class of transitive frames with upward closed 
valuations. For any axiom scheme A of BPL, i = A holds. 

Proof We will just show the cases of axiom scheme 11 and 12. As for the 
other cases, from axiom scheme 1 to axiom scheme 10, proofs are similar to [1]. 

  At first, we will show the case of axiom scheme 11. Suppose t is the class 
of any frames with upward closed valuations, and K A -f (B -> A). Then, 

TKA-^(B-+A) if 3a EQ.('KA-(B-+A)). 

That is, there exists a valuation 93, an element x E W and 

(a,21),xKA->(B-*A). 

By the definition, 

(a, 21), x K A -* (B -* A) if 3y.(xRy and (', 23), y = A and 
(a, 0),Y B -* A), 

(a, 91), y l B A if ]z.(yRz and (a, 93), z = B and 
(a, 0), z V A). 

Then, 932, y = A and yRz deduces 971, z = A since 91 is an upward closed 
valuation. But this is contradict to 932, z K A. 

  Next, we will show about the axiom scheme 12. Suppose T K A -4 (B 
(A A B)). That is, for some frame a E t and valuation 93, 

(a,9),x K A- (B --> (AAB)). 

Using R is transitive and 93 is upward closed, we can easily show that xRy and 

971, x = A imply My = B. Then, from these facts, (a, 93), x K A -+ (B 

(A A B)) derives contradiction.^I 

At last of this section, we will show the soundness theorem holds on BPL. 

Theorem 5 Let suppose Q is the class of transitive frames with upward closed 
valuations. Then,F-BPL A implies t = A. 

Proof Prove by the mathematical induction on the length of a derivation. The 
basis step had been already proved in the lemma 4. 

  Here we will show the induction step. That is, suppose MP does not hold. 
This is same to 

T A,q=A B,T 1;&B. 

T K B means that there exists a models 9ft based on a E i1 such that 911, x K B, 
931, x = A and 91, x = A -f B, where 931= (W, R, P, 97). Define Wo, Ro and Po 
as W U {x0}, the transitive closure of RU {(x0, x)} and P U {W0}, respectively. 
Then, we get a new frame ao as (Wo, R0i Po). Putting 930(p) = 91(p), we can 
get a upward closed valuation 930 such that ( 'o, 91o), x B, (go, To), x = A, 
and ( "o, To), xo = A -- B, since obivously ao is an element of T. But, by the 
definition of =, we can get (ao, 910), x = B. This is contradicion. OI
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3 Completeness for BPL 

Using the same way which is mentioned in [1], we will show the completeness 
theorem for BPL. So, here, to prove the completeness thereom, we will copy 
almost all of notions and propositions from [1]. 

  Let suppose A and  F are subset of  ,C, and E is a non-empty subset of ,C. 

Definition 6 F is E-consistent, iff, for any finite subset {71i ...,-yn} of F and 
finite subset {0i, . .. ,o-m} of E, 

VBPL71A...A yn —+Cl1V...V Urn . 

Definition 7 F is E-maximal, iff, for any formula a, which is not an element of 
F, there exists a finite subset {7i,... , ̂ yn} of F and a finite subset {al,. • • 'urn} 
such that 

FBPL71A...AynAa—*QlV ... VT•m. 

Remark that, in general, E-maximal set F is not E-consistent. For instance, 
suppose the case F is {1}. 

Lemma 8 Let suppose E-consistent A is given. Then, there exists a set F such 
that 

1. A C F, 

  2. F is E-consistent, 

  3. F is E-maximal. 

Proof Show [1].DI 

In the following lemmas, we treat F as E-consistent and E-maximal set. We 
need lemma 3 to prove the following lemmas. Concreate proofs, show [1]. 

Lemma 9 1-BPL a implies a E F. 

Lemma 10 a E F and FBpL a -* ,3 imply /3 E F. 

Lemma 11 (aEF andfEF)iffaA/3EF. 

Lemmal2 (aEF or/3EF)iffaV/3EF. 

Lemmal3 a—*13EF and /3—>SEF implya—>SEF. 

Lemma 14 aA/3.->SEF and l-BPL/3 implya -->SEF. 

Lemma 15 1-BPLan77-g3V7, 5--~rtEF and 7- 0E1' implyaAS—> 
/3V5EF. 

Lemma 16 a—*SEF andan5—g3EF implya—>#EF. 
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Lemma 17 Let suppose A is E-consistent and E-maximal set such that a  —~ 

 $ A, and E' is the set {co : co —+ Q E A}. Then, {a} is E'-consistent. 

Using the lemmas from 8 to 17, we can get the following results. 

Lemma 18 Let A be E-consistent and E-maximal set such that a —>f 3  A, 
and E' be the set {co : 3 E Al. Then, there exists a E'-consistent and 
E'-maximal set F such that a E F, ,Q F and (8 —* rl E A and 6 E F imply 

EF)• 

Here, we will introduce the formal definition of a model of BPL, which is based 
on the soundness theorem. In the following definition, by the soundness theorem, 
we can say that a model of BPL has transitive relation and upward closed 
valuation. 

Definition 19 9J1 is a model for BPL if 931= (W, R, P, TO, W is non-emptyset, 
RC W x W, 91 is a valuation function from Var,C to P, P has 0 and W as 
elements and P is closed under the set union, set intersection and the operation 
which is defined by (1), and F-BPL a implies 931 = a. 

Definition 20 932 is a canonical model for BPL iff 931 = (W, R, P, 91) where 

  1. W is the class of all sets of .0 which are E-consistent and E-maximal for 
    some set E 0, 

2. for all w, w' E W, wRw' iff (a —} ,Q E w and a E w' imply f3 E w'), 

  3. 91 is a valuation function such that for all propositional variables p of ,C, 
91(p)={w:pEw}, 

 4. P is a set {93'(A) : A E Cl, where 93' is, for all A E L , 93'(A) = {w : A E 
w}. 

Lemma 21 Let 931 = (W, R, P, 93) be the canonical model for BPL. For all 
w E W and aE,C, 

a E w iff931,w=a. 

Proof Prove by the structual induction of a formula a. 

  • a is propositional variable. 

    Trivial. 

   • a is 1. 

    For any w is E-consistent. So 1 w holds. 

  • ais/3A7. 

    Suppose /3 A y E w. Then, by the lemma 11, 13,7 E w. By the induction 
    hypothesis, 9)1, w 1 /3 and 931, w = -y hold. Thus, 931, w 1 ,Q A y. Vice 

      versa. 
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   •  ais,Q—>y. 

   Suppose 9)1, w K /3 -> y. By the definition of 1, 

3w'.(wRw' and 9Yt,w' =/9 and 9J2,w' 7). 

   By 

3w1.(wRw' and /3 E w' and y V w'). 
    If we suppose /3 —> y E w, by the definition of R, y E w' holds. This is 

    contradiction. 

    Suppose /3 y w. By the lemma 18, there exists a set w' such that 

QEw' and 7 w' and (.5 o-Ew and 4Ew' imply oEw'). 

    That is, 
3w'.(/3 E w' and y w' and WRW'). 

   By 

3w'.(wRw' and 931, J[3 and 931,w1 Ky). 

    Thus, 9n, w K ,Q -> y. 

^I 

Corollary 22 Let 93t (W, R, P, 23) be a canonical model for BPL. 

I-BPLa iff9Y2=a. 

Proof Let suppose I-BpL a. By the lemma 9, a E w for any E-maximal and 
E-consistent set w. By the lemma 21, 931 k a holds. 

  Suppose VgpL a. Put r as {/3 :I-BpL /3}. F is trivially {a}-consistent set. 
By the lemma 8, there exists a set A such that I' C A, A is {a}-maximal set 
and A is {a}-consistent set. Obivously, A E W and a A. By the lemma 21, 
971,AKa.^I 

Lemma 23 932 is a model for BPL if 931 is a canonical model for BPL. 

Proof Suppose 972 = (W, R, P, ~1). Here, we will show just that W is not 
emptyset, P has 0 and W, and P is closed under the set union, set intersection 
and the operation 1. The other conditions are trivial. 

{a :I-BpL a} is a {1}-consistent. Using lemma 8, we can get {1}-maximal 
and {1}-consistent set. Thus, W 0. 

1 E G deduces 9t'(1) E P. Suppose V(1) � 0. That is, there exists 
an element w in W such that 1 E w. But, this is contradiction that w is 
E-consistent. Thus, 91'(1) = 0. 

  1 —> 1 E .0 implies 91'(1 --> 1) E P. Obivously, 9Y(1 --> 1) C W. 
For any element w E W, 931,w K I holds, deduces w E 93'(I —> 1). Thus, 
W C 91'(1 — 1). 

  Let suppose X, Y E P. That is there exist A, B E £ such that T'(A) = X 
and 9:1'(B) = Y. We will show that Ti(A A B) =0'(A) fl ~1'(B), T'(A V B) = 
9Y(A) U 9Y(B) and T'(A --> B) = 93/(A) —p 91'(B). 
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•  911(A  n  B)  _  01(A)  n  91'(B) 
 Trivial by lemma 11. 

• 91'(A V B) _ 93'(A) U 93'(B) 

 Trivial by lemma 12. 

• 0'(A B) = 93'(A) —' 91'(B) 

 Let suppose w E 931(A B). That is, let suppose A --^ B E w. We 
 want to show w E 93'(A) --^ 93'(B). This is equal to, for all w', wRw' 

 and w' E 93'(A) imply w' E 931(B). But, wRw' is holding a —4/3 E w 
 and a E w' imply ,Q E w', and w' E 93'(6) is holding 6 E w'. Thus, 

 w E 9Y(A) 21'(B) holds obivously. 
 The other direction holds by the lemma 18.

OI 

Lemma 24 Let 9)2 = (W, R, P, 93) be the canonical model for BPL. Then R is 
transitive, and 93 is upward closed. 

Proof At first, we will show that 93 is upward closed. Suppose x E 93(p) and 
xRy hold for any x, y E W and propositional variable p. By the definition of 
canonical model, they are same to p E x, and a —>f3  E x and a E y imply 

 E y, respectively. By the lemma 10 and I--BPL p (T —* p), T —^ p E x 
holds. Then p E y holds. Next, we will show that R is transitive. To prove 
R is transitive, it is sufficient to show that xRy implies x C y. Suppoe so E x. 
Holding f-BPL co --f (T — go) and lemma 10, T —* cp E x hold. Then, by xRy, 
co E y hold.DI 

Theorem 25 Let suppose be the class of transitive frames with upward closed 
valuation. Then, 

k a implies E-BPL a. 

Proof Suppose I/BpL a. By the corollary 22, there exists a canonical model 
for BPL 931 such that 931 a. By the lemma 23 and 24, 931 E T. That is a. 

DI
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